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Outline
• Opportunities for dark matter below ~GeV at accelerators 

• Complementarity between direct detection and accelerators  

• Towards a taxonomy of the accelerator dark matter search landscape 
• Pick one from every category 
• Selected examples 

• Discussion - guiding principles for systematic prioritizing and coverage
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WHAT ABOUT THIS 
REGION?

NORMAL MATTER LIVES 
HERE, WHY NOT DM?

+ Curious results… 
muon g-2, proton radius puzzle, KTEV excess, 
astrophysical inconsistencies

Lee-Weinberg bound,  
light DM requires light mediators 
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beams to investigate the muon g-2 anomaly and search generically for light dark matter 83	
physics preferentially coupling to muons. 84	

	85	
Figure	1:	Thermal	relic	dark	matter	targets	for	direct	detection	(left)	and	accelerator-based	experiments	(right)	86	

Figure 2 (left) illustrates the comprehensive capability of LDMX to confront the low- 87	
mass thermal relic hypothesis. LDMX employs a low current 4 to 12 GeV high-88	
repetition-rate electron beam, from, for example, the JLab CEBAF or proposed SLAC 89	
DASEL beamlines. The dark force carrier is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the 90	
interaction of the electron beam with a thin target. The experimental signature is a soft 91	
wide-angle scattered electron and missing momentum. The detector shown in Fig. 2 92	
(right) is composed of a tracker surrounding the target, to measure each incoming and 93	
outgoing electron individually, and a fast hermetic calorimeter system capable of 94	
sustaining an O(100) MHz rate while vetoing low-multiplicity Standard Model 95	
backgrounds. LDMX leverages mature and developing detector technologies and 96	
expertise from the HPS (Heavy Photon Search) and CMS experiments to achieve the 97	
required detector performance to discover light dark matter.  This proposal focuses on the 98	
LDMX HCal, or hadronic veto system, which plans to leverage Fermilab and CMS 99	
investments in fast electronics and scintillator production. 100	

						 	101	
Figure	2:	Left,	reach	of	the	LDMX	compared	against	current	constraints	and	thermal	relic	targets.	Right,	LDMX	102	
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Accelerators & Complementarity

Thermal relic sub-GeV dark matter compelling 
Accelerators important complementarity with direct detection  

New opportunities for small scale experiments

9

Dark Matter New Initiatives report

PRD1 = accelerators 
PRD2 = direct detection

https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4
https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf?la=en&hash=FCA512364A61567D7442A270D072273DDB56E2B4
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Towards a (lightning fast) taxonomy of the 
accelerator dark matter search landscape

10

Disclaimer: I will describe things schematically and give a few examples, this is a very rich and highly complementary area!
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Snowmass and dark sectors 
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RF6 kickoff, https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44819/
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Sometimes it 
feels like this…
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Credit: link

https://ifunny.co/picture/you-have-15-to-start-a-paper-company-pick-one-oBuhBrAW8
https://ifunny.co/picture/you-have-15-to-start-a-paper-company-pick-one-oBuhBrAW8
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Sometimes it 
feels like this…
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Credit: linkDark Sector Experiment

Physics 
Model

Phase  
space

Signature Detector
Beam, 

energy & 
intensity

N

https://ifunny.co/picture/you-have-15-to-start-a-paper-company-pick-one-oBuhBrAW8
https://ifunny.co/picture/you-have-15-to-start-a-paper-company-pick-one-oBuhBrAW8
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Dark matter and dark sectors

14

14 

As a byproduct of reaching the important milestones associated with predictive models for the origin of 

dark matter, these experiments will also broadly explore the parameter space for dark matter 

interactions with familiar matter, irrespective of its cosmological origin, including dark matter much 

lighter than the electron.  In the following, we summarize the key capabilities of each technique and 

their general beam and detector requirements, with examples of DOE facilities that would enable them. 

 

 
Figure 2-3: A schematic of accelerator-based techniques which probe Big Bang dark matter production. 
 

Missing momentum experiments (see Figure 2-3, center) in a continuous-wave electron beam offer a 

path to achieving a full 1000-fold or better improvement compared with existing sensitivity over a broad 

range of dark matter masses.  These high-rate, single-particle measurements capitalize on precise and 

modern fast-response and radiation-tolerant detector technologies.  Moreover, they can use kinematic 

techniques to measure dark matter mass and interaction properties in the event of a discovery.  Multi-

GeV continuous-wave electron beams are necessary to enable electron missing-momentum 

experiments.  DOE facilities providing such beams include SLAC (LCLS-II) and Jefferson Laboratory 

(CEBAF).  Concepts for LCLS-II operation would parasitically extract a low-current electron beam in 

parallel with light source operation, while concepts for CEBAF operation would involve dedicated beam 

time in one of Jefferson Laboratory’s experimental halls.  A new dedicated detector operating on a 
muon beamline delivering O(���) muons per minute could be developed, for example, by upgrading a 

secondary muon beamline.  With this beamline, FNAL could perform missing momentum searches 

similar to those utilizing electron beams, perhaps with the same type of detector.  Although further 

studies are still needed, these experiments may reach 10-to-100-fold sensitivity gains over existing 

experiments for dark matter heavier than the muon and can also uniquely test the interaction between 

dark matter and muons. 

 

Beam dump experiments (Figure 2-3, right) using existing electron or proton beams are capable of at 

least 10-fold sensitivity improvements over previous experiments.  Additional measurements of the 

properties of dark matter can be performed in the event of a discovery.  Electron beam-dump 

experiments rely on high-intensity electron beams.  Parasitic use can be made of high-intensity electron 

Dark matter searches provide sharp milestones to meet 
in the near term because couplings can be related to the 
dark matte relic abundance
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beams, such as those delivered by CEBAF or LCLS-II, by placing a detector in a new experimental hall 
built downstream of their beam dumps.  Proton beam dumps offer comparable reach, with unique 
sensitivity to nucleon couplings, and can be realized at several facilities.  Existing infrastructure can be 
exploited in various ways: for example, by steering the FNAL Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB) proton beam 
into an upgraded beam dump and looking for dark matter scattering in existing neutrino detectors, or by 
operating new coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering detectors during routine operations of intense low-
energy proton stopped pion sources, such as SNS or LANSCE.  These approaches can expand the dark 
matter search sensitivity below the proton mass.  Placing a new and improved detector on a high-energy 
proton beamline, such as the Fermilab’s Main Injector 120 GeV (1.2 x ���� eV) beamline, would extend 
sensitivity to higher mass. 
 
Thrust 2 (near term and long term): Explore the structure of the dark sector by producing and 
detecting unstable dark particles. 
 
Accelerator-based experiments are the only type of experiment capable of producing not only dark 
matter, but other related particles (the “dark sector”).  The latter class of particles can be detected 
through their decays into ordinary matter.  Two key examples are decays of (i) a new force carrier into 
two particles of visible matter and (ii) additional particles charged under these forces into a dark matter 
particle accompanied by familiar particles.  The second signal is illustrated in Figure 2-4. 
 

 
Figure 2-4: Schematic of accelerator-based techniques that can explore the structure of the dark sector using 
spectrometer-based experiments. 
 
The decays of unstable dark sector particles may produce detectable signals in the beam dump or 
missing momentum experiments motivated by Thrust 1.  For example, semi-visible excited states of dark 
matter may be sufficiently long-lived that their decays are seen in a beam dump experiment, while late 
decays of force carriers may occur in the detector volume of a missing momentum experiment.  These 
dual capabilities underscore the inherently multi-purpose nature of these experimental concepts, the 
full capabilities of which are a subject of ongoing research.  
 
In addition, the requirement of a dark sector motivates spectrometer-based experiments more directly 
tailored to searching for unstable dark sector particles.  These experiments aim to identify and measure 
the visible products of a dark sector particle’s decay  ̶  typically with much shorter baselines than beam 

On the other hand, dark mediator searches may be our 
only glimpse into the dark sector… any hint of new 
physics could be connected to dark matter 
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Snowmass and dark sectors 

15

Stefania Gori, Mike Williams 
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Model Zoo
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(Preliminary) benchmarks
initiated by N.Toro

Bold = BRN benchmark, italic = PBC benchmark, others are new suggestions

S.Gori

Focus: both the DM and the mediator are light (O(GeV) or less)

BRN = basic research needs for DM small projects 

Batell, Han, McKeen, Es Haghi 
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How to make the dark sector 101

17

Collider Fixed Target

+

Particle beams
e±,p,μ

+

A lot of statistics
(LDM has small couplings)
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How to make the dark sector 101
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Collider Fixed Target

+

Particle beams
e±,p,μ

+

A lot of statistics
(LDM has small couplings)

• Electrons/positrons are easy to make and very precise 
• You can make a lot of them and control them very 

well 

• Protons make all kinds of stuff, versatile production 
mechanism 
• e.g. mesons, muons, taus, heavy quarks,… 
• Cons: protons make all kinds of stuff, including 

neutrinos 

• Muons are unique window to 2nd generation 
• Heavy (than electrons), clean (minimum ionizing) 
• Cons: muon beams are harder to come by and control
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Proton beam fixed target cross-cutting examples

19

Protons

Target 
width = 1e-6 to 1e3 m

Really close 
(cm-m)

Kind of close 
~few m to 10s m

Far away 
100s of m

Proton missing mom.? 
LHCb, REDTOP

FASER, NA62, 
 FerMINI, SubMET 

SHiP, SBND, MiniBooNE, T2K, 
DUNE, [CHARM]

Beam Energy 
TeV (LHC) 
100s GeV 
10s GeV 
1 GeV

More mass reach,  
production XS

DarkQuest, K0TO, SBND-DM 
COHERENT, CCM, JSNS2, 

DM@PIP-II, Codex-b, MilliQan  
[LSND, NuCal]
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Proton beam fixed target cross-cutting examples

19

Protons

Target 
width = 1e-6 to 1e3 m

Really close 
(cm-m)

Kind of close 
~few m to 10s m

Far away 
100s of m

Proton missing mom.? 
LHCb, REDTOP

FASER, NA62, 
 FerMINI, SubMET 

SHiP, SBND, MiniBooNE, T2K, 
DUNE, [CHARM]

Beam Energy 
TeV (LHC) 
100s GeV 
10s GeV 
1 GeV

More mass reach,  
production XS

DarkQuest, K0TO, SBND-DM 
COHERENT, CCM, JSNS2, 

DM@PIP-II, Codex-b, MilliQan  
[LSND, NuCal]

Detector signatures: 
missing momentum: precise/versatile, possible (?!) 
DM re-scatter - dense, not busy, preferably precise/versatile  
visible dark sector - precise (not dense), versatile 
fractional charge - low noise, not busy

N.B. Need to combine beam energy and distance to get displacement sensitivity (γcτ)
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Missing stuff

Re-scatteringDark Matter
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Rare decays

Milli-charged
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In this basis, I will give a few (biased) examples 
Coming to some organizing principle will be important part of Snowmass 

and at the forefront of my mind!
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Rescattering example: low energy proton fixed target
• CCM @ LANL: 800 MeV protons on tungsten target 
• Also capable of measuring CEνNS and searching for 

sterile neutrinos 
• Example: DM production through pion production 

•  Timing important to distinguish from neutrino signatures

23

CCM @ LANL

• Primary goal: measure CEvNS and 
search for eV - scale sterile neutrinos

• 800 MeV protons on tungsten target

• 10 ton Liquid Argon Scintillation detector 
x 2 (near and far locations)

• Second detector funded through US DOE 
Dark Matter New Initiatives Award 

• DM signal is prompt, backgrounds are delayed

Figures from R. Van De Water & P. deNiverville

12

COHERENT @ ORNL

• First observation of Coherent Elastic 
Neutrino Nucleus Scattering (CEvNS)

• DM Sensitivity study for planned 750 kg 
liquid argon scintillation detector:

[deNiverville, Pospelov, Ritz]
[Ge, Shoemaker ]

• COHERENT also sensitive to sub-
GeV dark matter

[Science 357 (2017) no.6356, 1123-1126]

DM production

N

• 1 GeV proton beam on mercury target 

• Suite of detectors located ~ 20 m off axis

[arXiv:1911.06422]

11

Leptophobic 
model

Coherent DM-
nucleus scattering

Vector 
portal 
model
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FIG. 21. The blue line is the CCM200 dark matter full fit sensitivity with 10 keV threshold for a three year run (2.25⇥1022 POT)
and is based on the most recent CCM200 simulation with clean LAr and improved instrumentation. The background model is
taken from the measured CCM120 rates and shape that are adjusted for the e↵ects of the assumed improvements. The orange
CCM200 sensitivity line includes the e↵ects of upgraded shielding. The pink line could be achieved by using isotopically pure
LAr to further reduce the 39Ar backgrounds, or significant background rejection with improved analysis techniques. Limits
from previous neutrino experiments are shown in Fig. 19.

the beam-related background free signal window.
On the detector side, a number of improvements have

been made, including more main and veto phototubes,
filtering and recirculating the LAr, and using evaporated,
vs. painted, TPB coating on the foils. Addressing these
issues will improve the light output, e�ciency, and energy
resolution.

CCM120’s biggest success was its ability to use an en-
gineering run with 1.5 months of analyzable data to set
mass limits on LDM using the vector portal and lepto-
phobic models. In particular, new limits for LDM in the
mass range 10 < m� < 60MeV in the leptophobic model
are shown in Fig. 19. With the improvements already
implemented in CCM200 (filtered LAr, more shielding,
etc.), it is reasonable to expect that new mass limits for
LDM will be forthcoming using the vector portal and
leptophobic models.
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IX. APPENDICES

A. Gamma-Ray Measurements near the CCM120
Detector

Measurements of the �-ray backgrounds were recorded
immediately following the engineering run. A germanium
detector was set up near the CCM120 detector facing the
tungsten target, and data were recorded for both beam-
on and beam-o↵ conditions similar to the engineering
run. The beam-on data had a live time of 17.25 hours
and the beam-o↵ data were normalized to that (⇥4.01)
so comparisons could be made between the two spectra
(see Fig. 23).
Approximately 19 photopeaks were observed from 50-

2700 keV with prominent peaks (peaks 12 and 19) lo-
cated at 1465 and 2621 keV respectively. These were
determined to be neutron-induced photopeaks occurring
internally in the germanium detector. Their respective
Compton edges (i.e., highest energy e� recoils) are easily
identified in the plot and located at the expected ener-
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the beam-related background free signal window.
On the detector side, a number of improvements have

been made, including more main and veto phototubes,
filtering and recirculating the LAr, and using evaporated,
vs. painted, TPB coating on the foils. Addressing these
issues will improve the light output, e�ciency, and energy
resolution.

CCM120’s biggest success was its ability to use an en-
gineering run with 1.5 months of analyzable data to set
mass limits on LDM using the vector portal and lepto-
phobic models. In particular, new limits for LDM in the
mass range 10 < m� < 60MeV in the leptophobic model
are shown in Fig. 19. With the improvements already
implemented in CCM200 (filtered LAr, more shielding,
etc.), it is reasonable to expect that new mass limits for
LDM will be forthcoming using the vector portal and
leptophobic models.
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IX. APPENDICES

A. Gamma-Ray Measurements near the CCM120
Detector

Measurements of the �-ray backgrounds were recorded
immediately following the engineering run. A germanium
detector was set up near the CCM120 detector facing the
tungsten target, and data were recorded for both beam-
on and beam-o↵ conditions similar to the engineering
run. The beam-on data had a live time of 17.25 hours
and the beam-o↵ data were normalized to that (⇥4.01)
so comparisons could be made between the two spectra
(see Fig. 23).
Approximately 19 photopeaks were observed from 50-

2700 keV with prominent peaks (peaks 12 and 19) lo-
cated at 1465 and 2621 keV respectively. These were
determined to be neutron-induced photopeaks occurring
internally in the germanium detector. Their respective
Compton edges (i.e., highest energy e� recoils) are easily
identified in the plot and located at the expected ener-

First DM search! 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.14020
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FIG. 8: Conceptual drawing of the LDMX experiment, showing the electron beam passing through a tagging
tracker, impacting on a thin tungsten target, the recoil tracker, the electromagnetic calorimeter, and hadron
calorimeter.

experiments) relying on full reconstruction of all recoiling particles, is only practical in
e+e� collisions, and requires a much lower luminosity, greatly reducing production yield
and hence sensitivity.

• DM re-scattering in a detector downstream of the production point (as in LSND [34],
E137 [35], MiniBoone [36–38], and BDX⇤ [39, 40]) can use very intense beams of either
protons or electrons, but the low probability of DM scattering weakens sensitivity relative
to what is possible in a kinematic search – whereas the kinematic signals of DM production
scale as the square of the weak SM-DM coupling, re-scattering signals scale as the fourth
power. As a result, even the most aggressive proposals with intense beams fall short of the
anticipated LDMX reach.

• Missing energy (as in NA64), reconstructing only the energy (not the angle or 3-
momentum), is closely related to the missing-momentum approach but with fewer kine-
matic handles to reject SM backgrounds and measure veto inefficiencies in situ. In addition,
missing energy experiments lack the ability to distinguish final-state electrons from one or
more photons, introducing irreducible neutrino backgrounds to high-rate missing energy
experiments [39]).

However, reaching the full potential of this technique places demanding constraints on the
experiment and beamline supporting it. A high repetition rate of electrons is required (⇠ 50M
e�/sec on target for Phase I, and as much as ⇠ 1G e�/sec on target for Phase II), and so also
a fast detector that can individually resolve the energies and angles of electrons incident on the
detector, while simultaneously rejecting a variety of potential background processes varying in
rate over many orders of magnitude. A conceptual cartoon diagram of the proposed experimental
design is shown in Fig. 8, showing the alignment of the beam, the thin target, a tracker for the
recoil electrons, and the required electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters to confirm the missing
momentum signature. This cartoon will be helpful to the reader for understanding the discussion of
signal and potential background reactions in Section III. The remainder of this note, from Section
IV onward, describes the design in greater detail.

(Electron) missing momentum

24

Requiring only dark production means process scales as ε2 
as opposed to re-scattering or visible processes (ε4)
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The Light Dark Matter eXperiment 

• Electron missing momentum experiment 4/8 GeV  
• Primary physics goal: definitively explore thermal dark matter milestones 

• Potential for other dark sector signatures and eN scattering for DUNE program 

• Status: R&D funded including 1st milestones - test beam and detector prototypes
25

LDMX
LESA

/ LESA

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01730 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05535 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.02104 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05535

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01730
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.02104
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05535
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.01730
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.02104
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05535


Invisible search, projected sensitivity
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See Luigi’s talk from 
yesterday for a lot more 
details about Belle II
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Opportunities near LHC

28

LLP Proposals/Experiments
CODEX-b in a Nutshell

x

'

SM

SM

CODEX-b box

UXA shield

shield veto

IP8Pb shield

DELPHI

CODEX-b 2 / 12

S Knapen Cross-frontier Meeting (AF - EF - RF)Notes:
• Demonstrator version in (part of) Run 3
• In planning for HL-LHC era

Dean Robinson drobinson@lbl.gov LLPs RF6 9 | 15

Schematic Complementarity
• ATLAS/CMS will set best limits for charged, colored and/or heavy LLPs⇤

• LHCb: O(GeV) neutral LLPs with large muon BR and c· . 0.1 m
• But large hadronic BGs: lighter, neutral, longer-lived LLPs are hard to see
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• Apart from LLP mass and lifetime, characterize sensitivity wrt parton
CoM energy: production through light vs heavy portals
⇤See millicharge talk!
Dean Robinson drobinson@lbl.gov LLPs RF6 6 | 15

Dean Robinson
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Scintillator arrays for millichargess
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What?

3

• Inexpensive dedicated detector 

• With Q down to ~10-3e, dE/dx is 10-6 MIP -> need 

long, sensitive, active length to see signal, !(1) PE. 

• ~1 m x 1 m x 3 m scintillator + PMT array, pointing 
back to IP, in well shielded area near CMS/ATLAS   

• With triple coincidence, thought expected 
dominant random background would be 
controlled

• By scintillator array experiments, 
we mean something like that 
which Andy and I advocated in 
Phys.Lett.B 746 (2015) 117-120 

• Dark sector probe using 
distinctive signature 

• “millicharged” particles
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 ̄

Existing Wall  20 m

FIG. 3: A schematic showing the experimental setup proposed
in this work.

The time resolution of such scintillators is su�ciently
good (⇡5 ns) that background can be measured during
gaps within the accelerator bunch structure (such as the
abort gap), as well as in beam-o↵ periods. Since the
background rate for single PE pulses from dark-current,
noise, and background radiation is expected to be rel-
atively large (about 100 Hz to 1 kHz depending on the
quality of the detector elements used), we propose to add
extra layers of scintillators to form coincidences with a
signal in the corresponding bar of the first layer within
a narrow time window (⇡5 ns). Muons from either pp
collisions or cosmic rays could be vetoed if more than
a few PE are deposited. Furthermore, by inverting this
veto, these same muons could be used to align and time-
in the experimental apparatus. They would also provide
a “standard candle” against which PE depositions could
be compared.

While the background is expected to come domi-
nantly from the dark-current contribution, additional
background from activity in the scintillator, due to back-
ground radiation and subsequent photo-multiplier after-
pulsing, may also contribute significantly. These addi-
tional backgrounds can hopefully be reduced to manage-
able levels with additional shielding, detector optimiza-
tion, and pulse-shape discrimination. This will have to
be studied with small-scale detector tests in situ. With
regard to the dark-current background, we assume rates
of 550 Hz, 94 Hz, 12 Hz, and 10 Hz for NPE � 1, NPE �

2, NPE � 3, NPE � 4, respectively in a single PMT, ob-
tained from Fig. 65 of Ref. [27]. Assuming an instanta-
neous luminosity of 2⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1, and a trigger live-
time of 1.5 ⇥ 107 s, we can expect ⇠ 1010 background
events in 300 fb�1 for one or more PE in a single PMT.
With 200 bars needed to cover the 1 m2 of area discussed
above, the total background would be ⇠ 1012 events in

300 fb�1, expected to be delivered by 2022. For 3000
fb�1, since it will be delivered with an instantaneous lu-
minosity 1⇥1035 cm�2s�1 the live-time will only increase
by a factor of 2 and the expected background contribu-
tion would remain ⇠ 1010 for one or more PE in a sin-
gle PMT. Additional discrimination can be achieved by
adding two more layers of scintillators and requiring co-
incident PE hits. Assuming 5 ns timing resolution for
the PMTs, requiring a coincidence in the second layer
would reduce the background to 106 coincident events
with NPE � 1 in a PMT pair of back-to-back scintilla-
tor bars. Requiring triple-incidence by adding a third
layer would then bring the background to O(10) events
with NPE � 1, at the cost of a moderate loss in signal
e�ciency. It is possible that the slewing of small sig-
nals and/or time-of-flight di↵erences for photons within
the scintillators could degrade the timing resolution to
⇠ 10 ns, but even in this scenario the total background
contribution would only increase by a factor of ⇠ 4 when
triple-incidence is required. The experimental setup with
three layers is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1 we show the estimated 95% C.L. exclusion
and 3� sensitivity of our proposal, assuming a detector
composed of three 1 m ⇥ 1 m ⇥ 1.4 m layers positioned
45o away from the beam-axis. Each layer would be com-
posed of 200 scintillator bars, and the mCP signal is one
or more PE at each of the three layers within a small
⇡5 ns window of each other. This setup could be re-
alized if the detector is placed in either of the counting
rooms at ATLAS or CMS. We estimate the signal detec-
tion e�ciency by estimating the probability that a mCP
signal leaves one or more PE, which we take to be Pois-
son distributed1. The average number of PE deposited
by a mCP is given by � = ((Q/e)/(2 ⇥ 10�3))2 [5], as-
suming that the mCPs energy loss is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation [26] 2. Though the Lorentz force
on a mCP due to the magnetic field at either ATLAS
or CMS is suppressed by Q, we estimate that it would
produce a O(0.1 � 100) cm deviation in their trajectory
over 20 m for Q = (0.001 � 0.1)e and a momentum of
10� 100 GeV; we have neglected this e↵ect in the calcu-
lation of the signal acceptance.

In this Letter we proposed a model-independent search
for mCPs, which will extend sensitivity in the mass range
0.1 <

⇠ MmCP
<
⇠ 100 GeV by up to two orders of magni-

tude in electric charge over previous experiments. We
estimated the potential sensitivity of this experiment to

1 The true number of PE created must be fairly large, at least⇠ 10,
but the number we expect to observe with the tube is NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ ,
where ✏e↵ is the e�ciency for detecting a true PE, which is about
10% [5, 27]. Thus, the main e↵ect on the NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ distribution
is from the fluctuations in how many of the true PE get detected,
which is Poisson-distributed.

2 We checked that for charges near Q ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�3 — when the
number of interactions reaches O(1) —- requiring one single hard
scatter by the signal that gives 1 PE gives a sensitivity that’s
comparable to that given by the Bethe-Bloch equation.
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The time resolution of such scintillators is su�ciently
good (⇡5 ns) that background can be measured during
gaps within the accelerator bunch structure (such as the
abort gap), as well as in beam-o↵ periods. Since the
background rate for single PE pulses from dark-current,
noise, and background radiation is expected to be rel-
atively large (about 100 Hz to 1 kHz depending on the
quality of the detector elements used), we propose to add
extra layers of scintillators to form coincidences with a
signal in the corresponding bar of the first layer within
a narrow time window (⇡5 ns). Muons from either pp
collisions or cosmic rays could be vetoed if more than
a few PE are deposited. Furthermore, by inverting this
veto, these same muons could be used to align and time-
in the experimental apparatus. They would also provide
a “standard candle” against which PE depositions could
be compared.

While the background is expected to come domi-
nantly from the dark-current contribution, additional
background from activity in the scintillator, due to back-
ground radiation and subsequent photo-multiplier after-
pulsing, may also contribute significantly. These addi-
tional backgrounds can hopefully be reduced to manage-
able levels with additional shielding, detector optimiza-
tion, and pulse-shape discrimination. This will have to
be studied with small-scale detector tests in situ. With
regard to the dark-current background, we assume rates
of 550 Hz, 94 Hz, 12 Hz, and 10 Hz for NPE � 1, NPE �

2, NPE � 3, NPE � 4, respectively in a single PMT, ob-
tained from Fig. 65 of Ref. [27]. Assuming an instanta-
neous luminosity of 2⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1, and a trigger live-
time of 1.5 ⇥ 107 s, we can expect ⇠ 1010 background
events in 300 fb�1 for one or more PE in a single PMT.
With 200 bars needed to cover the 1 m2 of area discussed
above, the total background would be ⇠ 1012 events in

300 fb�1, expected to be delivered by 2022. For 3000
fb�1, since it will be delivered with an instantaneous lu-
minosity 1⇥1035 cm�2s�1 the live-time will only increase
by a factor of 2 and the expected background contribu-
tion would remain ⇠ 1010 for one or more PE in a sin-
gle PMT. Additional discrimination can be achieved by
adding two more layers of scintillators and requiring co-
incident PE hits. Assuming 5 ns timing resolution for
the PMTs, requiring a coincidence in the second layer
would reduce the background to 106 coincident events
with NPE � 1 in a PMT pair of back-to-back scintilla-
tor bars. Requiring triple-incidence by adding a third
layer would then bring the background to O(10) events
with NPE � 1, at the cost of a moderate loss in signal
e�ciency. It is possible that the slewing of small sig-
nals and/or time-of-flight di↵erences for photons within
the scintillators could degrade the timing resolution to
⇠ 10 ns, but even in this scenario the total background
contribution would only increase by a factor of ⇠ 4 when
triple-incidence is required. The experimental setup with
three layers is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1 we show the estimated 95% C.L. exclusion
and 3� sensitivity of our proposal, assuming a detector
composed of three 1 m ⇥ 1 m ⇥ 1.4 m layers positioned
45o away from the beam-axis. Each layer would be com-
posed of 200 scintillator bars, and the mCP signal is one
or more PE at each of the three layers within a small
⇡5 ns window of each other. This setup could be re-
alized if the detector is placed in either of the counting
rooms at ATLAS or CMS. We estimate the signal detec-
tion e�ciency by estimating the probability that a mCP
signal leaves one or more PE, which we take to be Pois-
son distributed1. The average number of PE deposited
by a mCP is given by � = ((Q/e)/(2 ⇥ 10�3))2 [5], as-
suming that the mCPs energy loss is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation [26] 2. Though the Lorentz force
on a mCP due to the magnetic field at either ATLAS
or CMS is suppressed by Q, we estimate that it would
produce a O(0.1 � 100) cm deviation in their trajectory
over 20 m for Q = (0.001 � 0.1)e and a momentum of
10� 100 GeV; we have neglected this e↵ect in the calcu-
lation of the signal acceptance.

In this Letter we proposed a model-independent search
for mCPs, which will extend sensitivity in the mass range
0.1 <

⇠ MmCP
<
⇠ 100 GeV by up to two orders of magni-

tude in electric charge over previous experiments. We
estimated the potential sensitivity of this experiment to

1 The true number of PE created must be fairly large, at least⇠ 10,
but the number we expect to observe with the tube is NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ ,
where ✏e↵ is the e�ciency for detecting a true PE, which is about
10% [5, 27]. Thus, the main e↵ect on the NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ distribution
is from the fluctuations in how many of the true PE get detected,
which is Poisson-distributed.

2 We checked that for charges near Q ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�3 — when the
number of interactions reaches O(1) —- requiring one single hard
scatter by the signal that gives 1 PE gives a sensitivity that’s
comparable to that given by the Bethe-Bloch equation.

4

Phys.Lett.B 746 (2015) 117-120 (Haas, Hill, Izerguirre, Yavin)  
Now running, MilliQan demonstrated near CMS

MilliQan
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FIG. 3: A schematic showing the experimental setup proposed
in this work.

The time resolution of such scintillators is su�ciently
good (⇡5 ns) that background can be measured during
gaps within the accelerator bunch structure (such as the
abort gap), as well as in beam-o↵ periods. Since the
background rate for single PE pulses from dark-current,
noise, and background radiation is expected to be rel-
atively large (about 100 Hz to 1 kHz depending on the
quality of the detector elements used), we propose to add
extra layers of scintillators to form coincidences with a
signal in the corresponding bar of the first layer within
a narrow time window (⇡5 ns). Muons from either pp
collisions or cosmic rays could be vetoed if more than
a few PE are deposited. Furthermore, by inverting this
veto, these same muons could be used to align and time-
in the experimental apparatus. They would also provide
a “standard candle” against which PE depositions could
be compared.

While the background is expected to come domi-
nantly from the dark-current contribution, additional
background from activity in the scintillator, due to back-
ground radiation and subsequent photo-multiplier after-
pulsing, may also contribute significantly. These addi-
tional backgrounds can hopefully be reduced to manage-
able levels with additional shielding, detector optimiza-
tion, and pulse-shape discrimination. This will have to
be studied with small-scale detector tests in situ. With
regard to the dark-current background, we assume rates
of 550 Hz, 94 Hz, 12 Hz, and 10 Hz for NPE � 1, NPE �

2, NPE � 3, NPE � 4, respectively in a single PMT, ob-
tained from Fig. 65 of Ref. [27]. Assuming an instanta-
neous luminosity of 2⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1, and a trigger live-
time of 1.5 ⇥ 107 s, we can expect ⇠ 1010 background
events in 300 fb�1 for one or more PE in a single PMT.
With 200 bars needed to cover the 1 m2 of area discussed
above, the total background would be ⇠ 1012 events in

300 fb�1, expected to be delivered by 2022. For 3000
fb�1, since it will be delivered with an instantaneous lu-
minosity 1⇥1035 cm�2s�1 the live-time will only increase
by a factor of 2 and the expected background contribu-
tion would remain ⇠ 1010 for one or more PE in a sin-
gle PMT. Additional discrimination can be achieved by
adding two more layers of scintillators and requiring co-
incident PE hits. Assuming 5 ns timing resolution for
the PMTs, requiring a coincidence in the second layer
would reduce the background to 106 coincident events
with NPE � 1 in a PMT pair of back-to-back scintilla-
tor bars. Requiring triple-incidence by adding a third
layer would then bring the background to O(10) events
with NPE � 1, at the cost of a moderate loss in signal
e�ciency. It is possible that the slewing of small sig-
nals and/or time-of-flight di↵erences for photons within
the scintillators could degrade the timing resolution to
⇠ 10 ns, but even in this scenario the total background
contribution would only increase by a factor of ⇠ 4 when
triple-incidence is required. The experimental setup with
three layers is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1 we show the estimated 95% C.L. exclusion
and 3� sensitivity of our proposal, assuming a detector
composed of three 1 m ⇥ 1 m ⇥ 1.4 m layers positioned
45o away from the beam-axis. Each layer would be com-
posed of 200 scintillator bars, and the mCP signal is one
or more PE at each of the three layers within a small
⇡5 ns window of each other. This setup could be re-
alized if the detector is placed in either of the counting
rooms at ATLAS or CMS. We estimate the signal detec-
tion e�ciency by estimating the probability that a mCP
signal leaves one or more PE, which we take to be Pois-
son distributed1. The average number of PE deposited
by a mCP is given by � = ((Q/e)/(2 ⇥ 10�3))2 [5], as-
suming that the mCPs energy loss is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation [26] 2. Though the Lorentz force
on a mCP due to the magnetic field at either ATLAS
or CMS is suppressed by Q, we estimate that it would
produce a O(0.1 � 100) cm deviation in their trajectory
over 20 m for Q = (0.001 � 0.1)e and a momentum of
10� 100 GeV; we have neglected this e↵ect in the calcu-
lation of the signal acceptance.

In this Letter we proposed a model-independent search
for mCPs, which will extend sensitivity in the mass range
0.1 <

⇠ MmCP
<
⇠ 100 GeV by up to two orders of magni-

tude in electric charge over previous experiments. We
estimated the potential sensitivity of this experiment to

1 The true number of PE created must be fairly large, at least⇠ 10,
but the number we expect to observe with the tube is NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ ,
where ✏e↵ is the e�ciency for detecting a true PE, which is about
10% [5, 27]. Thus, the main e↵ect on the NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ distribution
is from the fluctuations in how many of the true PE get detected,
which is Poisson-distributed.

2 We checked that for charges near Q ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�3 — when the
number of interactions reaches O(1) —- requiring one single hard
scatter by the signal that gives 1 PE gives a sensitivity that’s
comparable to that given by the Bethe-Bloch equation.
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The time resolution of such scintillators is su�ciently
good (⇡5 ns) that background can be measured during
gaps within the accelerator bunch structure (such as the
abort gap), as well as in beam-o↵ periods. Since the
background rate for single PE pulses from dark-current,
noise, and background radiation is expected to be rel-
atively large (about 100 Hz to 1 kHz depending on the
quality of the detector elements used), we propose to add
extra layers of scintillators to form coincidences with a
signal in the corresponding bar of the first layer within
a narrow time window (⇡5 ns). Muons from either pp
collisions or cosmic rays could be vetoed if more than
a few PE are deposited. Furthermore, by inverting this
veto, these same muons could be used to align and time-
in the experimental apparatus. They would also provide
a “standard candle” against which PE depositions could
be compared.

While the background is expected to come domi-
nantly from the dark-current contribution, additional
background from activity in the scintillator, due to back-
ground radiation and subsequent photo-multiplier after-
pulsing, may also contribute significantly. These addi-
tional backgrounds can hopefully be reduced to manage-
able levels with additional shielding, detector optimiza-
tion, and pulse-shape discrimination. This will have to
be studied with small-scale detector tests in situ. With
regard to the dark-current background, we assume rates
of 550 Hz, 94 Hz, 12 Hz, and 10 Hz for NPE � 1, NPE �

2, NPE � 3, NPE � 4, respectively in a single PMT, ob-
tained from Fig. 65 of Ref. [27]. Assuming an instanta-
neous luminosity of 2⇥ 1034 cm�2s�1, and a trigger live-
time of 1.5 ⇥ 107 s, we can expect ⇠ 1010 background
events in 300 fb�1 for one or more PE in a single PMT.
With 200 bars needed to cover the 1 m2 of area discussed
above, the total background would be ⇠ 1012 events in

300 fb�1, expected to be delivered by 2022. For 3000
fb�1, since it will be delivered with an instantaneous lu-
minosity 1⇥1035 cm�2s�1 the live-time will only increase
by a factor of 2 and the expected background contribu-
tion would remain ⇠ 1010 for one or more PE in a sin-
gle PMT. Additional discrimination can be achieved by
adding two more layers of scintillators and requiring co-
incident PE hits. Assuming 5 ns timing resolution for
the PMTs, requiring a coincidence in the second layer
would reduce the background to 106 coincident events
with NPE � 1 in a PMT pair of back-to-back scintilla-
tor bars. Requiring triple-incidence by adding a third
layer would then bring the background to O(10) events
with NPE � 1, at the cost of a moderate loss in signal
e�ciency. It is possible that the slewing of small sig-
nals and/or time-of-flight di↵erences for photons within
the scintillators could degrade the timing resolution to
⇠ 10 ns, but even in this scenario the total background
contribution would only increase by a factor of ⇠ 4 when
triple-incidence is required. The experimental setup with
three layers is illustrated in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 1 we show the estimated 95% C.L. exclusion
and 3� sensitivity of our proposal, assuming a detector
composed of three 1 m ⇥ 1 m ⇥ 1.4 m layers positioned
45o away from the beam-axis. Each layer would be com-
posed of 200 scintillator bars, and the mCP signal is one
or more PE at each of the three layers within a small
⇡5 ns window of each other. This setup could be re-
alized if the detector is placed in either of the counting
rooms at ATLAS or CMS. We estimate the signal detec-
tion e�ciency by estimating the probability that a mCP
signal leaves one or more PE, which we take to be Pois-
son distributed1. The average number of PE deposited
by a mCP is given by � = ((Q/e)/(2 ⇥ 10�3))2 [5], as-
suming that the mCPs energy loss is described by the
Bethe-Bloch equation [26] 2. Though the Lorentz force
on a mCP due to the magnetic field at either ATLAS
or CMS is suppressed by Q, we estimate that it would
produce a O(0.1 � 100) cm deviation in their trajectory
over 20 m for Q = (0.001 � 0.1)e and a momentum of
10� 100 GeV; we have neglected this e↵ect in the calcu-
lation of the signal acceptance.

In this Letter we proposed a model-independent search
for mCPs, which will extend sensitivity in the mass range
0.1 <

⇠ MmCP
<
⇠ 100 GeV by up to two orders of magni-

tude in electric charge over previous experiments. We
estimated the potential sensitivity of this experiment to

1 The true number of PE created must be fairly large, at least⇠ 10,
but the number we expect to observe with the tube is NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ ,
where ✏e↵ is the e�ciency for detecting a true PE, which is about
10% [5, 27]. Thus, the main e↵ect on the NPE ⇤ ✏e↵ distribution
is from the fluctuations in how many of the true PE get detected,
which is Poisson-distributed.

2 We checked that for charges near Q ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�3 — when the
number of interactions reaches O(1) —- requiring one single hard
scatter by the signal that gives 1 PE gives a sensitivity that’s
comparable to that given by the Bethe-Bloch equation.
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Phys.Lett.B 746 (2015) 117-120 (Haas, Hill, Izerguirre, Yavin)  
Now running, MilliQan demonstrated near CMS
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E.g. Minimal Dark Photon
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Electron fixed target
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Heavy Photon Search
e+ e- spectrometer at JLAB CEBAF

mA’ < 2m!

e+

e-

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility 

High rate, multi-GeV electron Beam 

Engineering runs at 1.06 GeV(2015) 2.3 GeV (2016)  
First physics run at 4.55 GeV (2019)

Heavy Photon Search (HPS) @ JLab CEBAF 
Electron beam at 4.55 GeV, full lumi is 107 days
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Proton beam dump: DarkQuest
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SeaQuest: Original nuclear physics experiment 
SpinQuest: Upgrade w/polarized target (& DP triggers)

DarkQuest
LongQuest

Berlin, Gori, Toro, Schuster 
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf 

Y-D Tsai, deNiverville, M.X. Liu 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.07525 

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.07525
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.07525
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Proton beam dump sensitivity
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Figure 3: Comparison of the DarkQuest reach and the reach of other proposed experiments at CERN
(NA62++, FASER, SHiP, CODEX-b, and MATHUSLA) with the corresponding timescale. Left panel:
visible dark photon model. Right panel: Thermal inelastic dark matter models (from [7]). Lower panel:
Right-handed neutrinos mixing with the SM tau-neutrino (from [10]).

SIMPs The dark sector interactions described above are weak, in the sense that they do not lead to
confinement, akin to the SM Weak and electromagnetic interactions. If the dark sector instead interacts
strongly with itself (like QCD in the SM), then the particle content and cosmological history can be
qualitatively di↵erent.

In the strongly-interacting massive particle paradigm, the dark sector consists of dark quarks charged
under a confining gauge group. The DM is then composed of the pions, ⇡D, of this dark QCD. In addition
to these states, SIMP models also give rise to hidden sector spin-1 vector mesons, VD, the analogs of
the ⇢, �, and ! of the SM. These vector mesons contribute sizably to the cosmological history of the
DM states, ⇡D. A viable cosmology where ⇡D constitutes all of the DM requires a coupling to the SM
mediated by the dark photon. In these models, the dark photon generically decays to a stable dark pion,
⇡D , and an unstable vector, VD that subsequently decays to SM leptons after traveling a macroscopic
distance.

The strong interactions in the dark sector give rise to qualitatively new production mechanisms [12,
13], which favor di↵erent regions of thermal parameter space compared to weakly-coupled scenarios [6].
These target regions are shown in green in the right panel of Fig. 1. DarkQuest can test these models

8

Batell, Berlin, Blinov, Evans, Gori

Probing areas of phase space 
with different types of long-lived 
particle searches and setups
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SIMP

A variety of dark sector signatures
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Missing stuff

Re-scatteringDark Matter

Dark Mediator Long-lived particles

Rare decays
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B factories
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 Models redux: muons
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Credit: Brian Batell https://indico.fnal.gov/event/48936
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Muon missing momentum, M3
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Y. Kahn, G. Krnjaic, N.T., A . Whitbeck 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144

https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03144
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M3 sensitivity 
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Light Dark Matter with the Missing Momentum Technique — 6/12

Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25

(a) (b)

FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and

Muon beams provide model-independent probe 
of light new physics contributing to (g-2)μ 

anomaly

Phase 1 = 1e10 MoT 
Phase 2 = 1e13 MoT

Muon-Philic Mediator, Lμ-τ
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Light Dark Matter with the Missing Momentum Technique — 6/12

Figure 3. Left: Electron missing momentum coverage of thermal DM targets in the dark photon mediator scenario from Eq. 1
(see [13] for more details). Here aDM = g2

DM/4p , the black curves represent early universe production targets for various DM
candidates, and the red dashed curve represents coverage for 1016 electrons on target impinging on a target of 0.1 electron
radiation lengths. Right: Muon missing momentum coverage of various DM candidates in the muon-philic mediator scenario
from Eq. 2 (see [18] for more details). Here the two red dashed curves labeled Phases 1 and 2 represent coverage for 1010 and
1013 muons on target, respectively, and both assume a target thickness of 50 electron radiation lengths. Unlike the electron
missing momentum curve on the left panel, here the projections flatten at low mediator masses because the radiated particle –
in this case a Z0 from Eq. 2 – is now lighter than the beam particle. Note that even a modest Phase 1 experiment with a muon
test beam could cover the green band for which a muon-philic mediator resolves the (g�2)µ anomaly. 25

(a) (b)

FIG. 15: Conceptual schematic of a signal process (a) and dominant background (b) processes.

final state. This occurs at a relative rate of ⇠ 10�3 per incident hard photo-nuclear reaction (on W),
but these usually have a hard charged pion or proton in the final state. Thus, the region of phase
space where the MIP is soft and invisible poses the largest threat of producing a background, and
this is expected at the ⇠ 4 ⇥ 10�4 per hard photo-nuclear interaction (on W). Per incident 4 GeV
electron on Tungsten absorber, this corresponds to ⇠ 10�8 in relative rate. For a benchmark of
1 ⇥ 1014 electrons on target, we would face up to ⇠ 106 events with a single hard forward neu-
tron and very little else in the ECAL (other than the recoil electron). This drives the performance
requirement of the hadronic veto – we require better than 10�6 neutron rejection inefficiency in
the few GeV energy range. In practice, an HCAL veto meeting this requirement is also suffi-
ciently sensitive to muons to veto the remainder of the photon conversions to muon pairs (and by
extension, pion pairs). Moreover, this level of inefficiency provides a great deal of redundancy
against potential failures of the ECAL veto with respect to photo-nuclear, electro-nuclear, or MIP
conversion events.

Figure 4. Experimental concept for missing momentum experiment where signal is produced via dark bremsstrahlung in the
target (left) and example background photonuclear and photon conversion processes are shown (right).

hard photon, in this case, could simply pass through the detector without being observed or could initiate secondary reactions in
which the photon converts to muon pairs or undergoes photo-nuclear scatters, which yield other undetected SM particles. We
note that even for the required statistics of the full experiment with 1016 EOT, irreducible backgrounds from neutrinos produced
in SM Møller and CCQE processes are negligible.

The detector concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. The tagging tracking system and the target are housed inside of a 1.5 T
dipole magnet while the recoil tracker is in the fringe magnetic field. These provide robust measurements of incoming and
outgoing electron momentum. The tracking systems not only enable missing momentum to be calculated, but allow for critical
handles, such as the angle of recoil electrons, that will be important for characterizing any potential signals. The ECal is
surrounded by the HCal to provide large angular coverage downstream of the target area to efficiently detect by products
of target interactions which are critical to discriminating signal from SM backgrounds. The overall cost of the project is
kept manageable by leveraging existing detector efforts and expertise. The total project cost with M&S and labor, including
contingency, is preliminarily estimated to be less than $10M US.

To achieve the performance required for the necessary statistics, the main detector elements are a tracking system with good
momentum resolution, a radiation-hard, high energy and position resolution electromagnetic calorimeter, and a high efficiency,
wide-angle hadronic veto system. The whole experiment needs to operate with a beam repetition rate of at least 50 MHz and
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NA64-μ
• Proposed at the M2 beam line at CERN 
• 100-160 GeV secondary muon beam 
• Same missing momentum concept, but stretched out 

due to higher beam energy - pilot run in 2021
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S. Gninenko talk at PBC  
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.15111

With similar phasing 
to M3, NA64μ shows 
comparable sensitivity

6

IV. FUTURE SENSITIVITY TO THE (g � 2)µ

The signal yield of invisible decay of Z 0 to SM neu-
trinos, Z 0

! ⌫̄⌫, can be estimated according to [36, 39]
such that:

N (⌫̄⌫)
Z0 = NMOT ·

⇢NA

A
·

X

i

�tot(E
i

µ
)�Li · Br(Z

0
! ⌫̄⌫),

(6)
where NA is the Avogadro number, ⇢ and A correspond
to the target material properties, �Li is the ith step
length of the muon with energy Ei

µ
within the target,

and �tot the total cross-section for Z 0 emission. The 90%
C.L. upper limit on g0 are calculated using eq. (6), thus

requiring N (⌫̄⌫)
Z0 > 2.3 events, in the (mZ0 , g0) plane. The

corresponding results are shown Fig. 6 for respectively
NMOT = 1011, 1012, assuming the selection criteria (i-iv)
and a single scattered muon with energy E0

µ
 80 GeV.

Is also shown the necessary values of g0 and mZ0 neces-
sary to explain the muon (g�2)µ within the 2� band. It
can be seen that for NMOT � 1011, the parameters space
necessary to explain the muon anomalous magnetic mo-
ment is fully covered.
For completeness, existing experimental bounds on Z 0

from the gauge extension Lµ � L⌧ theory are shown for
neutrino trident production, ⌫N ! ⌫Nµµ, with the
CCFR experiment [61, 62], as well as from neutrino-
electron scattering with the BOREXINO experiment
[63]. Also shown are experimental constraints from
electron-positron colliders with the BaBAR [64] and
Belle-II [65] experiments. As comparison, projected sen-
sitivities for Dune [66, 67], Belle-II [68] and M3 [37] are
plotted alongside our estimated limits.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented the expected sensitivity of
NA64µ experiment to look for a light Z 0 boson coupled to
muons as a remaining low mass explanation of the (g�2)µ
muon anomaly. The minimal model based on the broken
U(1)Lµ�L⌧ symmetry is used as benchmark in these stud-
ies. We focused on the optimisation and design of the
experimental setup for the first phase of the experiment
dedicated to demonstrate the feasibility of the technique.
The trigger e�ciency and the detector hermeticity has
been studied using a dedicated GEANT4-based MC simu-
lation framework and a realistic M2 beam-optics simula-
tion. A trigger using the scattered muon deflection after
traversing the magnet spectrometer has been designed to
keep the primary beam below 0.1% and a signal e�ciency
between 15� 35% mass dependent. The low trigger e�-
ciency for smaller masses is compensated by the mass de-
pendence of the cross-section. The main expected back-
ground sources arise from momentum mis-reconstruction

in the two magnet spectrometers, hadron contamination
in the beam line and detector hermeticity. The results
obtained from the simulation show that the background
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FIG. 6. Projected sensitivities for the invisible mode Z0 ! ⌫̄⌫
in the (mZ0 , g0) plane for a total of 1011 and 1012 MOT with
the NA64µ experiment. The results are given using the se-
lection criteria (i-iv) and the requirement of the event lying
in the signal box. The necessary (mZ0 , g0) values to explain
the (g � 2)µ anomaly are shown within the 2� green band.
Are also shown current experimental constraints from CCFR
[61, 62], BOREXINO [63], BaBAR [64] and Belle-II [65], to-
gether with the cosmological constraints from the Big-Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) [69–71]. Projected sensitivities from
Dune [66, 67], Belle-II [68] and M3 [37] are also plotted.

level is below 10�11 per MOT being dominated by the de-
cay in flight of the remaining hadron contamination in the
M2 beamline. We also showed two methods which can
potentially reduce this background by at least an order of
magnitude. Finally, we studied the experiment projected
sensitivities compared to present and future experiments
aiming to explore similar searches. These first estimates
based on simulations reveal that with 1011 MOT we can
probe the region relevant to the (g � 2)µ anomaly, ob-
taining the most sensitive coverage for masses below 200
MeV. The presented simulation results and calculations
are to be validated in the scheduled pilot run.
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“Muon beam dumps”
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• Here the proton versatility shows 
• Produces mesons which produce muons 

• DarkQuest: muons are created in the dump 
via pion production and effectively becomes 
another muon beam dump 

• NA62 makes muons through K → μ+ν 
• Sensitivity to g-2 as well 
• Improve sensitivity by upgrading trigger to 

collect more single muon events

Berlin, Gori, Toro, Schuster 
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf 

Redigolo  
Snowmass talk

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44819/contributions/193919/attachments/132965/163754/snowmass_talkRedigolo.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.00661.pdf
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44819/contributions/193919/attachments/132965/163754/snowmass_talkRedigolo.pdf
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Outlook
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Outlook & Discussion

• A number of experiments plan to explore dark 
sectors landscape at accelerators in the next decade 
• Some exist, some are in R&D, and some are 

proposed 

• We are at a critical stage in Snowmass where 
organizing principles can help better understand 
strengths, complementarity, and prioritization of 
experiments
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= Theory Priority

Experiment X( Sensitivity / $$ ) ⨉ e-t 
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Signature?


